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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
MARS EXPLORATION
VENUS SWINGBY AND CONJUNCTION CLASS MISSION MODE
TIME PERIOD 2000 TO 2045
INTRODUCTION
This report presents information on performance, operation requirements and
their sensitivity for the Venus swingby and conjunction class stopover missions to
Mars. The time period considered to develop this information is yeer 2000 to
2045. Initial mass required in Earth orbit was determined for each launch opportunity
associated with the two classes of missions. The Venus swingby hlode allows a short
stopover time, 60 days, at Mars and can be considered as _ precursor mission for the
T long stopover time, up to 550 days, at Mars which occurs with the conjunction class
I missions.
A manned space station,to be builtand serviced with the aid of the Space
Shuttle, willopen space to a limitlessrange of opportunitiesfor explorations. Using
the Space Stationas a stepping stone, manned missions to Mars can be achieved during
the 21st century. With the technology being developed today, the space industry
could be mining large amounts of material,expanding our economic activitiesin space
and bringing the benefits back to Earth. The data contained in this report can be
used for NASA planning, research and advanced technology programs.
Direct trajectories to and from Mars for a roundtrip stopover mission, stay time
up to 60 days, require very high propulsive energy at some of the departure and/or
arrival planets. This type of mission is referred to as opposition class mission. A
method used for reducing this energy requirement is the Venus swingby mode. A
Venus swingby utilizes the gravitational field of Venus to either accelerate or decel-
erate the space vehicle as it passes by the planet. An accelerr_ted effect is desired
for an outbound Venus swingby enroute from Earth to Mars and a decelerated effect
is desired for an inbound Venus swingby enroute from Mars to Earth. The conjunc-
tion class mission requires relatively low propulsive energy for all the powered
maneuvers effected at the planets. This low energy requirement can be achieved by
optimizing the stopover time at Mars so that near-Hohmann type transfers can be made
on both the outbound and inbound legs.
ASSUMPTIONS
The pertinent assumptions used in this study to develop the l_!arsmission
opportunitiesand resultantrequirements are given for the departure and capture
orbit parameters, propulsion stage and planetary spacecraft elements. Figure 1 gives
the assumptions for the Venus swingby mission mode and Figure 16 gives the assump-
tions for the conjunctionclass missions. The interplanetaryspace vehicle was
assumed to be assembled in and depart from the 270 n.mi. altitudeSpace Station
circularorbit. Mars capture and escape orbit was considered to be an ellipticalorbit
with a 24-hr period and periapsisaltitudeof 270 n.mi. The interplanetarymission
module returns to an Earth ellipticalorbit with a 24-hr period and a perigee altitude
of 270 n.mi. The interplanetary spacecraft required velocity increments are achieved
by three propulsion stages. The first propulsion stage effects the Earth escape
maneuver, the second stage brakes the _pacecraft and Earth braking stage into the
Mars elliptical capture or_'t and effects the eqc._pe maneuver from the Mars elliptical
orbit. The third propulsion stage brakes the mission module into a 24-hr elliptical
orbit at Earth return. Each of the three propulsion stages has a mass fraction (_)
of 0.90 and uses cryogenic LOX/LH 2 propellant witk a specific impulse of 480 sec.
The mass fraction of 0.90 is relatively low for the propulsive stage loading required
for the Mars mission, but this low mass fraction was assumed in order to account for
micro-meteoroid protection and propellant bofloff. Propellant boiloff was not considered
to be a problem since insulation technology would result in insulations that would
solve this problem.
Venus swin_by, outbound, inbound, or double swingby, was used to lower
the energy required for the Mars oppomtion class m_ssions. The Venus closest
approach distance was constrained to be equal to or gTeater than 0.1 planet radii
(330 n.mi.).
For the conjunction class missions, type I (<180 deg) or type II (>180 deg)
transfer trajectories were considered. The Mars stopover time was optimized to
achieve minimum initial weight in Earth orbit.
The weight of the interplanetary spacecraft for the Venus swingby mission is
as follows. Weight of the mission module is 83,000 Ib and the probes weight is
42,000 lb. The Mars excursion module weight equals 95,000 lb. The interplanetary
spacecraft weight for the conjunction class mission is as follows. Weight of the
mission module is 117,000 Ib, the Mars excursion mod,_e weighs the same as for the
Venus swingby mission mode, and the pioneer Mars base weight is 57,000 Ib,
MISSION OPPORTUNITIES
Mission opportunities for standard direct flights to Mars and return will occur
near the Earth-Mars opposition, and precede by 90 to 180 days the opposition dates
which occur on the average every 26 months. Two general classes of direct round-
trip mission modes to Mars are available; they are (1) opposition class mode with
short stopover time at Mars and (2) conjunction class mission mode with long stopover
time at Mars.
Because of the eccentricity of Mars orbit, the mission trajectory profile changes
from one opposition to the next. The cyclic pattern of mission profile variation
repeats every 15 years or every 7 oppositions [i]. The relative positions of the
Earth-Mars oppositions are indicated in Figure 2 for two periodic cycles of oppositions
from year 2000 to 2031. The slight inclination of the Mars orbit with respect to the
ecliptic plane causes an interplanetary transfer trajectory also to be inclined to the
ecliptic, but this effect is small compared to the effect caused by the eccentricity.
The relative position of Earth and Mars for an opposition class mission, stopover time
at Mars approximately 60 days, causes the energy requirement to be excessive for
the propulsive stages to perform a standard roundtrip Mars mission, One approach
to reduce the required energy level for the opposition class mission is to use the
gravity field of Venus either enroute to Mars for an outbound swingby or enroute to
Earth for an inbound swingby. The cause of high energy required for a standard round-
trip mission is due to the following relative planetary motion. The flight time for a
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near-Hohmann outbound leg is such that, at Mars arrival, Earth is ahead of Mars in
heliocentric longitude, i.e., Mars arrival occurs after opposition. This makes it
impossible to employ a near-Hohmann transfer for the inbound leg; the required
heliocentric transit angle must greatly exceed the Hohmann transfer angle of 180 deg.
Thus, it is never possible to leave Earth on a minimum energy transfer outbound leg
and arrive at Mars soon enough to leave Mars on a minimum energy inbound Jeg. The
relative position of Earth at Mars arrival can be adjusted with a swingby of Venus
enroute to Mars on an outbound leg or a swingby of Venus enroute to Earth on an
inbound leg. The major advantage of making a swingby of Venus is that the hyper-
bolic encounter with the planet changes the velocity of the space vehicle relative to
the Sun. The magnitude of the velocity change can be large enough to make a
, significant desirable change in the heliocentric trajectory. The high energy level
required can be avoided in the conjunction class mission mode where near-Hohmann
transfers can be used on both the outbound and inbound leg by adjusting the stay
time at Mars appropriately. 4
The availability of a Venus swingby mode can be determined by the following
i facts [1]: (i) The space vehicle passes inside or near the orbit of Venus either on 1
the outbound leg or on the inbound leg of a direct roundtrip mission to Mars.
Figure 3 illustrates these conditions for an outbound leg and an inbound leg. (2)
The gravity field of Venus is sufficiently powerful to significantly shape the inter-
planetary transfer trajectory in a desirable way. (3) The angular rate of Venus orbit
is large compared to that of Mars, so that Venus is generally available either on the
:. outbound leg or on the inbound leg.
The initial step in determining a Venus swingby trajectory profile for a given
mission opportunity is the determination of the relstive heliocentric position of the
three planets, Venus, Earth, and Mars. A plot of the relative position of the three
planets was developed to determine whether an inbound or an outbound Venus swingby
was available near a given Earth-Mars opposition. A procedure which has pJ_oven
useful is a continuous plot of the dates of conjunction (Earth-Venus Alignment),
alignment of Venus-Mars, and opposition (Earth-_lars alignment) [4]. Figures 4, 5,
and 6 give the plots of the planets continuous relative position for years 2000 to
2031. Considering the first outbound Venus swingby, a search is made for a region
in which the Earth-Venus conjunction is followed, approximately 200 days later, by a
Venus-Mars alignment which, in turn, is followed 200 days later by an Earth-Mars
opposition. Looking at Figure 4, it can be predicted that an inbound swingby asso-
ciated with the 2001 opposition would prove desirable because of the proper relative
position of the planets alignments. For the 2003 opposition, the time phasinl_ between
appropriate planetary position is almost equal for the outbound and inbound swingby,
but successive events are separated by something less than 200 days. Thus, Venus
may be available both for the outbound and inbound leg. However, the usefulness
. of the double swingby must be determined by detailed trajectory analysis. The
symmetrical alignment of the planets about an opposition occurs every third opposi-
tion. Based on an analysis of the planetary positions, Venus swingby should be
available as shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. Having narrowed the area down where an
opportunity exists, the problem is to locate the precise launch and arrival dates
which will allow an economic transfer to Venus, followed by an economic transfer to
Mars.
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MISSION CHARACTERISTICS
Mission characteristic data has been developed for launch opportunities during
the years 2000 to 2031 for opposition class missions via Venus swiltgby and for launch
opportunities during the years 2030 to 2045 for conjunction class missions.
Figure 7 presents the Venus swingby, outbound or inbound, employed for each
of the opposition class missions during the time period. Also given in Figure 7 is
the year and month of the launch window for Earth departure and the total mission
time as_c'ated with each opportunity. The shortest total trip time experienced is
558 days for the September 2007 launch opportunity employing an inbound Venus
swingby; this launch opportunity precedes the December 2007 Earth-Mars opposition.
The longest total trip time required during the time period considered is 737 days
for the March 2028 launch opportunity employing a double Venus swingby, i.e.,
swingby Venus on both the outbound and inbound leg.
Table 1 contains the mission characteristics for the Venus swingby profiles.
Information is given for the Julian date (J.D.) and the spe_i, hyperbolic excess
speed given in units of Earth mean orbital speed (EM_)S), at each one of the planets.
The Earth-Mars opposition date is also given. The Earth launch window date precedes
the Earth-Mars opposition date from 3 to 6 months for the inbound Venus swingby
mission mode. For the outbound Venus swingby mission mode, the Earth launch
window occurs 12 to 19 months before the Earth-Mars opposition. The minimum value
for hyperbolic excess speeds at Earth and Mars is approximately 0. i0 EMOS for near-
Hohmann type transfer trajectories. From _able i, it can be seen that an economical
propulsion energy requirement would be asoociated with the 2001 inbound swingby
opportunity since the speeds on the outbound leg are nea_ a minimum value at Earth
departure and Mars arrival. The speed at Mars departure, however, is slightly high
with a value of 0.2050 EMOS. The Earth arrival speed of 0.1418 EMOS is relatively
low for an opposition class mission.
Mars conjunction clas_ stopover mission summary data is given in Figure 19.
The summary data contains dates of Earth-Mars opposition, Earth launch dates,
stopover times at Mars, and total ,nission time. The minimum total mission time is
950 days for the April 2033 launch opportunity; the optimum stopover time at Mars is
550 days for this opportunity. The maximum total mission time is 1004 days for the
June 2035 launch opportunity; the optimum stopover time at Mars for this opportunity
is 530 days.
Table 22 gives the mission characteristics for the opportunities during the time
period year 2030 to 2045. The Earth launch date precedes the Earth-Mars opposition
by three to four months which can be seen by comparing the Earth-Mars opposition
dates with the leave Earth dates. Most of the hyperbolic excess speeds at the planets
are close to a minimum value of approximately 0.10 EMOS. The shortest trip time
occurring during this time period is 200 days for the outbound and inbound legs of
the year 2033 opportunity. The longest trip time is 356 days for the outbound leg
of the year 2037 opportunity. The data contained in this table should cover the
envelope of values for the conjunction class stopover mission since it covers one
complete synodic period of Earth and Mars.
INTEEPLANETARY SPACE VEHICLE
The interplanetary space vehicle is made up of the spacecraft and the space
acceleration system. The interplanetary space vehicle was assumed to be assembled
in and depart from the Space Station circular orbit.
The spacecraft acceleration system is m_,de up of three propulsion stages. The
first propulsion stage effects the Earth escar, e maneuver, the second stage brakes the
spacecraft and Earth braking stage into the Mars elliptical capture orbit and effects
the escape maneuver from the Mars elliptic_.l orbit. The third propulsion stage brakes
the mission module into a 24-hr elliptical c cbit at Earth return.
The total weight required in the Space Station orbit for the interplanetary
space vehicle has been determined for the Mars mission employing the Venus swingby
mission mode and the conjunction class mission. The weight in the Space Station |orbit can be compared from one opposition opportunity to another for the two clas, _ _s
of Mars missions considered.
The time period considered for the Venus swingby mission mode is years 2000
to 2031. The conjunction class mission mode launch opportunity considered is during
the time period year 2030 to 2045. The Venus swingby mode has a stopover time at
Mars of 60 days and could be used as a precursor mission for the conjunction class
missions which have stopover times at Mars of up to 550 days.
The spacecraft is made up of a mission module (the living and work area for the "
crew), a Mars excursion module, and experimenter accommodations. A number of -_
unmanned probes and orbiters are included to complement the manned activity. Major _
elements of the spacecraft are interconnected by pressurized tunnels allowing shirt-
sleeve passage between them. A minimum crew of 6 is necessary to operate the space I
systems and perform a reasonable scientific exploration program. I
The mission module is the control center for the entire space vehicle and pro- _
vides a habitable living, operations, and experiment center for the mission crew. _
The basic mission module provides the environmental control, power system radiators,
and the communications system for the most stringent mission. Provisions are made
for incremental loading of meteoroid shielding, expendables, and system spares as
necessary. The mission module contains all the subsystems necessary for life support,
command and control functions, experiments analysis, and information transfer during
the course of the mission. It is pressurized to a 7-psia (48.23(103 ) Newton/m 2)
oxygen-nitrogen atmosphere, providing a viable shirtsleeve environment for the crew.
The Mars excursion module transports three of the crew members and equipment
from the space vehicle in Mars orbit to the Mars surface. It provides living quarters
and a laboratory during the 30-day stay on the Mars surface; then transports the
crew, scientific data, and samples back to the orbiting vehicle.
Two to five days are spent surveying the planet for landing sites, performing
orbital experiments (including deployment of probes), and preparing the Mars excur-
sion module for operation. Three of the six-man crew then descend to the planet ._
surface in the Mars excursior,module. After aeroballisticentry, the Mars excursion _
module is slowed by a balluteretardationsystem, and, using propulsion descends to _
the surface. After a 30-day stay on the planet, the ascent module of the Mars ,_
excursion module brings the three men and scientificpayload back to the space
vehicle. During planetary operations,the men in the space vehiclecontinue the
orbital experimentation, monitor the planetary operations, and maintain the space
vehicle operations. The ascent vehicle is discarded in t: planet orbit after the
crew has transferred to the mission module [5]. Figure 8 shows the spacecraft used
in the Venus swingby miss-.'on mode.
Interplanetary trajectory parameters (launch dates, trip times, helioeentrie
transIer angles, etc. ) have been determined which result in a minimum total initial
weight to be assembled in the Space Station's orbit. The three variable size propul-
sion stages were sized using general scaling weight laws which are dependent upon
propellant loading and whose coefficients are input to the interplanetary trajectory
shaping program. Up to five major interplanetary maneuvers can be optimized.
The propulsion stage weights for eaeh opposition class mission opportunity
during year 2600 to 2031 are given in Figures 9 and 10. The stage weight required
for the first propulsion stage ranges from 870,000 to 2,720,000 lb. Propulsion stage
weight required for the second stage ranges from 353,000 to 1,094,000 lb, and the
Earth braking propulsion stage, stage three, weight ranges from 24,000 to 102,000 lb.
The initial mass required in low Earth orbit for each mission opportunity is
given in Figures 11 and 12. The initial mass required ranges from 1,470,000 to
4,065,000 lb. The initial mass in Earth orbit can be equated to cost and used to
determine the favorable mission opportunities. Double swingbys are available every
third pportunity and are generally characterized by having a higher energy require-
ment aan the other opportunities. However, there is an exception for the oppor-
tunity in year 2007 where the energy requirement is greater than the double swingby
year 2016. Generally there should be two favorable opportunities for every unfavor-
able, high-energy requirement opportunity.
The interplaretary space vehicle configuration is given in Figure 13 for the
opposition class mission via Venus swingby for the year 2025 opposition opportunity.
The spacecraft length and information for each of the propulsion stages is given.
The interplanetary space vehicle total length is 276.5 ft. Also given is the propellant
loading for each of the propulsion stages and total initial weight required in the
Space Station orbit. The total initial weight required for this mission opportunity is
2.08 million pounds.
Propulsion stage and interplanetary weight data for the Mars conjunction class
stopover mission is given in Figures 21 and 22. The propulsion stage weights for
each eonjunetion class mission during year 2030 to 2045 are _ven in Figure 21. The
stage weight for the first propulsion stage ranges from 600,600 to 725,000 lb.
Propulsion stage weight required for the second stage ranges from 112,000 to
169,000 lb. The Earth braking stage, stage three, weight ranges from 25,000 to
36,500 lb. The initial mass required in low Earth orbit for each mission opportunity
is given in Figure 22. The mass requirement ranges from 1,010,000 to 1,170,000 lb.
The interplanetary space vehicle sized to perform the conjunction class mission
for the year 2031 opposition opportunity is given in Figure 23. The total vehicle
length is 211.5 ft for the three propulsion stages plus the spacecraft. The propellant
loadings are given for each of the propulsion stages. The total weight required in
low Earth orbit is 1.17 million pounds.
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INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY CALCULATIONS
The computer program used in this work to compute the interplanetary tra-
jectory characteristics is based on the restricted two-body (patched conic) approxima-
tion of the interplanetary space ve.hicle trajectory. While the vehicle is within the
sphere of influence of Venus, the swingby planet, it is assumed to be on a free-flight
hyperbolic trajectory about Venus, and gravitational effects of all other bodies are
neglected. There is no change of energy with respect to the swingby planet, Venus.
Conservation of energy requires that the magnitude of the vehicle's velocity, relative
to Venus, as it leaves the sphere of influence of Venus must equal to the magnitude
of its velocity as it enters the sphere of influence approaching Venus. If the required
angle of deflection, bend angle, at Venus is too large to be achieved by constraining
the periapsis altitude to one-tenth of the planet radii, a propulsive maneuver is
effected in conjunction with the Venus gravity field to give the required bend angle.
Because of the relative positions of Earth, Venus and Mars, a compromise i
transfer profile has to' be made for the oppositioh class mission mode over a true
optimum tlohmann transfer on the outbound and inbound legs. The pertinent tra-
jectory parameters for each of the launch opportunities during year 2000 and 2031
are given in Tables 2 through 18. Description of each of the parar.mters is given in
the Appendix. The hyperbolic _.xcess velocity at each of the planets is defined in
terms of C3, right ascension ano declination. The heliocentric trajectory inclination
relative to the ecliptic plane, semi-major axis, and eccentricity are also given in the
tables.
Independent optimization of each leg is possible when the conjunction class
roundtrip missions are considered. The outbound leg takes place near one opposition,
and by adjusting the stopover time at Mars appropriately, the inbound leg will take ,_
place near the following opposition. Examination of single leg trajectory data [2]
indicates that if the outbound and inbound legs of a roundtrip mission could be
optimized separately, then departure and arrival hyperbolic excess speeds at both
Earth and Mars of less than 0.i0 to 0.15 EMOS (Earth Mean Orbital Speed of 97,700 :
ft/see) could be attained. The total mission time for conjunction class missions is
greater than the mission time of the Venus swingby opposition class mission; 950 to
1004 days, for conjunction class compared to 558 to 737 days for Venus swingby.
Tables 23 through 29 give the trajectory data for the conjunction class missions for
opportunities occurring during the years 2030 through 2045.
REPRESENTATIVE MISSION PROFILES
Representative mission profiles are given for Venus swingby and conjunction
class mission modes. The Venus swingby is used for the opposition class missions
with short stopover times at Mars to reduce the total propulsive energy required to
perform the mission. The conjunction class mission mode can optimize the stopover ::
time at Mars in order to employ minimum energy trajectories for both the outbound and
inbound legs. i
Figure 14 illustrates mission profiles for the inbound Venus swingby associated
with the year 2014 opposition opportunity and outbound Venus swingby for the year :_
2025 opposition opportunity. Both Venus swingby missions have a 60-day stopover
time at Mars. On the inbound Venus sv,,ingby mission profile, the heliocentric transit
angle of the Earth to Mars outbound leg is slightly greater than 180 deg; because of '_
the higher average angular rate of Earth orbit, Earth is about 45 deg ahead of Mars
at Mars arrival. This angular position of Earth relative to Mars necessitates a large
transfer angle on the inbound leg with perihelion occurring inside Venus orbit in
order to attain a sufficie_.tly large angular rate to catch up with Earth. Utilizing the
swingby of Venus on the inbound leg permits a trajectory with the high angular rate
needed to overtake Earth and results in near-tangential trajectory conditions for
departure from Mars and arrival at Earth. The near-tangential mission profile asso-
ciated with a Venus swingby reduces the propulsive energy required compared to a
standard Mars opposition class mission. The total mission time for the year 2014
opposition opportunity is 634 days. Detailed characteristics for this mission are given
in Tables l and 9.
The year 2025 outbound Venus swingby has essentially the same desirable
characteristics as the favorable inbound ._w_u_.by. The outbound swingby is charac-
terized by a heliocentric transfer angle be_:_n Earth and Venus of over 180 deg;
with a transfer angle between Venus and M_rs of less than 180 deg. The total angle
is slightly over 360 deg. Of paramount Jm'>ortance is the fact that the average
angular rate of the outbom_d trajectory _ much greater than that of Earth in its
orbit. Thus, Earth is far behind Mars at Mars arrival, i.e., Mars arrival occurs
much sooner than opposition. This situation permits, as shown, a near-Hohmann
Mars-Earth trajectory to be utilized on the inbound leg. The total mission time for
the year 2025 outbound Venus swingby opposition opportunity is 614 days. Detailed
characteristics for this mission are given in Tables 1 and 14. The characteristics of
the outbound and inbound Venus swingby trajectories will yield lower required initial
weight in low Earth orbit to perform the mission.
The mission profile for the conjunction class mission associated with the year
2031 opposition opportunity is given in Figure 24. Earth launch date occurs on
December 25, 2030 and the outbound trajectory to Mars has a trip time of 282 days;
arriving at Mars on October 3, 2031. Stopover time at Mars, for year 2031 opposition
opportunity is 500 days; this length of stopover time allows for a near-Hohmann type
trajectory on the return leg to Earth. Mars departure date for the Earth return leg
is February 14, 2033 and the return trip time to Earth is 216 days; arriving back at
Earth September 18, 2033. The total mission time for the year 2031 opposition
opportunity is 998 days. Minimum energy trajectories were used both on the outbound
and inbound leg. Detailed characteristics of this mission are given in Tables 22 and
23.
CONCLUSION
Optimum transfers for opposition class missions to Mars via Venus swingby have
been computed for the attractive launch and arrival dates between years 2000 and
2031. Also optimum transfer for conjunction class missions to Mars have been com-
pleted for the attractive opportunities between years 2030 and 2045.
It is possible to employ an outbound or inbound Venus swingby for every
Earth-Mars opposition; oppositions occur approximately every 26 months. Venus
swingby permits the heliocentric transfer trajectory to be nearly tangential relative
to Earth and Mars orbit upon planet departu_'e and arrival; thus reducing the required
propulsive maneuver energy requirement. Two out of every three mission opportuni-
ties to Mars should be favorable when employing the Venus swingby mode. The
mission time is increased from 20 to 50 percent employing the Venus swingby mode
over the direct flights to Mars.
8
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Summary results obtained for the Venus swingby mission are presented in
! Figure 15. The initial mass required in low Earth orbit over tile 31-year time period
• ranges from 1.47 to 4.1 million pounds. If the unfavorable opportunities are disre-
garded, the initial mass required would not exceed 3.0 million pounds. Stage weight
'_ required for the Earth escape stage, first stage, ranges from 870,000 to 2,720,000 lb.
_ The first stage weight is approximately 2-1/2 times the weight of the second stage.
_x Mission duration for the Venus swingby mode ranges from 558 to 737 days.
_ The short stopover time, approximately 60 days, at Mars associated with the
" opposition class mission may be extended to over 100 days by utilizing Venus swingby
on both the outbound and inbound leg during the favorable opportunities. It may
• also be possibleto launch one vehicle to Mars via Venus swingby and have it arrive
i at Mars just prior to launching a second vehicle which proceeds directly to Mars.
The two vehicles could rendezvous at Mars and still have time for an economical
return to Earth utilizing a Venus swingby. Other combinations are feasible which
i utilizethis unique flexibility.
Optimum roundtrip trajectoriesfor the conjunctionclass missions to Mars and
return can be achieved by adjusting the stopover time at Mars. Near-Hohmann type
trajectoriescan be employed both on the outbound and inbound leg with the conjunc-
tion class mission. Data has been developed for one Earth-Mars synodic period
between years 2030 and 2045 which consists of seven launch opportunities associated
with the oppositions occurring during this time period. The minimum and maximum
envelop requirement for any other opportunity will be represented by the data .1
covered during this synodic period.
Summary results of work completed on the conjunction class mission is presented
in Figure 25. Mission opportunity for the conjunction class mission occurs approxi-
mately every 26 months. Initial mass required in low Earth orbit ranges from 1.01 to :_
1.17 million pounds. The escape stage, the first stage, weight minimum and maximum
is 600,000 and 725,000 lb, respectively. The first stage weight is about four times
the weight of the Mars braking and escape stage, the second stage. The variation i
in total mission time ranges from 950 to 1004 days. Stopover time at Mars varies from
340 to 550 days; the shorter stopover time is associated with longer outbound and
inbound leg flight time. Earth departure energy, C 3, varies from 8.9 to 16.2
km2/sec 2 across the 15 years considered.
Requirements for the conjunction class mission can be extrapolated for oppor-
tunities occurring before or after the time period years 2030 to 2045 since the
requirements are approximately repetitive every seven opportunities. For example,
the requirements for the year 2029 conjunction class opportunity should be similar to
the year 2044 opportunity requirements. Figures 2 and 17 give information when
. opportunities occur before or after the year 2030 to 2045 time period.
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DESCRIPTION OF PLANETARY TRAJECTORY DATA
Following is a listof definitions and descriptions for the parameters contained
in the tabular data.
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
DEPART Julian date of departure; reckoned from JD 240-0000.
PASS Julian date of passage; reckoned from JD 240-0000.
ARRIVE Julian date of arrival; reckoned from JD 240-0000.
C3 Hyperbolic excess velocity squared; expressed in kilometers squared
per second squared.
C3-DD Square of the hyperbolic excess velocity at the departure planet;
expressed in kilometers squared per second squared.
C3-AD Square of the hyperbolic excess velocity at the arrivM planet;
expressea in kilometers squared per second squared.
RA Right ascension of hyperbolic excess velocity vector (hyperbolic
asymptote); measured in degrees along the local planetary equator
eastward from the "vernal equinox," i.e., where in Sun's path rises
above the planet's equator.
DECL Declination of hyperbolic excess velocity vector; measured in degrees
positively northward and negatively southward from the planet's
equator.
11 Inclinationof transfer orbit to the planet's orbit at the start of the
transfer in degrees; zero is forward, -90 deg is perpendicular south-
ward, +90 deg is perpendicular northward and +_180deg is back_mrd.
Vi Heliocentric speed; at the start of the transfer normalized to Earth's
mean orbital speed.
PSI1 Heliocentric angle at the start of the transfer, in degrees; measured
counterclockwise from the outward heliocentric radius vector to the
velocity vector in the transfer plane.
ECCEN Eccentricity of the heliocentric transfer conic.
SMA Semi-major axis of the transfer conic, in AU (asterisk indicates near-
parabolic transfer).
THETI True anomaly at the start of the transfer, in degrees; reduced to
0 < _i< 360 deg.
THET2 True anomaly at the end of the transfer', in degrees.
PERIH Perihelion distance of the transfer conic, in AU. This value is listed
only if the vehicle traverses perihelion during the transfer.
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
APHEL Aphelion distance of the transfer eonL_, in AU. This value is listed
or_ly if the vehicle traverses aphelion during the transfer.
,_ 1,_i_,_e,LtL'1__peeu _ Lhe end of the transfer; normaiizea to Earth's
mean orbit speed.
PSI2 Heliocentric angle at tileend of the transfer, in degrees; measured
counterclockwise from the outward heliocentric radius vector to the
velocity vector in the transfer plane.
VHP Hyperbolic excess velocity; expressed in kilometers per second.
RCP Radius of closest approach to passage planet, in planet radii.
KAPPA Bend angle at passage planet measured from the positive approach
asymptote to the positive departure asymptote written in degrees.
VP Velocity at pericenter passage; normalized to Earth's mean orbital
speed.
AH Semi-major axis of the passage hyperbola; in planet radii.
EH Eccentricity of the passage hyperbola.
ANMAX Maximum va],_eof true anomaly; also the angle between the pericenter
radius vector and either asymptote; in degrees.
INH Inclination of the plane of the passage hyperbola to the equator of
the passage planet, in degrees.
RAP DECP Right ascension and declination of pericenter with respect to the
passage planet's equator and equinox; in degrees.
RAS DECS Right ascension and declination of the Sun with respect to the passage
planet's equator and equinox; in degrees.
ETA Angle between the vector to pericenter and the vector to the Sun, in
degrees.
PASS
CONDITION Lighting condition at sub-pericenter point (Light Side or Dark Side).
DVCP Power maneuver required at swingby planet, in kilometers per second.
CORDI Communication distance between Earth and the first planet encountered,
at the time of encounter; in AU.
CORD2 Communication distance: in AU
Direct missions; the distance between the stopover planet and Earth at
the time of arrival at the stopover planet.
Outbound swingby; the distance between the stopover planet and Earth
at the time of arrival at the stopover planet.
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
CORD2
(Cont.) Inbound swin_by; the distance between the stopover planet and Earth
at the time of departure from the stopover planet.
CORD 3 Communication distance: in AU
Outbound swingby; the distance betweeh the stopover planet and Earth
at the time of departure from the stopover planet.
Inbound swingby; the distance between the passage planet and Earth
at the time of passage.
DELV1, DV1 Impulsive velocity increment for the Earth departure injection maneuver;
in kilometers per second.
DELV2, DV2 Impulsive velocity increment for the target planet capture maneuver;
in kilometers per second.
DELV3, DV3 Impulsive velocity increment for the target planet departure injection
maneuver; in kilometers per second.
DELV4, DV4 Impulsive velocity increment for the Earth braking maneuver; in
kilometers per second.
GAMAI Weight ratio for the Earth departure injection maneuver.
GAMA2 Weight ratio for the target planet capture maneuver.
GAMA3 Weight ratio for the target planet injection maneuver.
GAMA4 Weight ratio for the Earth braking maneuver.
ETAI Payload ratio for the Earth departure injection maneuver.
ETA2 Payload ratio for the target planet capture maneuver.
ETA3 Payload ratio for the target planet injection maneuver.
ETA4 Payload ratio for the Earth braking maneuvers.
ETA0 Ratio of terminal weight to the initialweight in Earth orbit.
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STS UPPER STAGE SIZING PROGRAM
PLA_!ETARY MISSICN STAGE SIZING
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES
SYMBOL DE FIN ITION
WpL Mission module (Ib).
Wmem Mars excursion model (Ib).
WPROBE 1 Planetary probes ejected before braking into Mars orbit (Ib).
WPROBE 2 Planetary probes carried into Mars orbit or Pioneer Mars base for
conjunction class missions (Ib).
WSTG 3 Total weight of Earth braking stage (Ib).
WF 3 Propellant required by Earth braking stage (Ib).
WBO 3 Dry weight of Earth braking stage (Ib).
" WSTG 2 Total weight of Mars braking" and escape stage (Ib).
WF 2 Propellant required by Mars braking and escape stage (Ib).
! WBO 2 Dry weight of Mars braking and escape stage (Ib).
WSTG 1 Total weight of Earth escape stage (lb).
WFI Propellant required by Earth escape stage (Ib).
WI_O I Dry weight of Earth escape stage (Ib).
WO Total initialweight required in low Earth orbit to perform the mission
(lb).
C 1, C 2
C 3, C 4 Gravity loss factor for eacb of the four major planetary maneuvers.
ISp I Specific impulse of first stage propellant (sec).
Isp 2 Specific impulse of second stage propellant (sec).
Isp 3 Specific impulse of third stage propellant (sec).
DVl Impulsive velocity increment for Earth escape maneuver (km/sec).
DV0 Impulsive velocity increment for Venus powered swingby maneuver on
the outbound leg (km/sec)
DVsl Inpulsc velocity increment for Mars braking maneuver (km/sec)
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.SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
DVs2 Impulsive velocity increment for Mars escope maneuver (km/sec).
DV 4 Impulsive velocity "ncrement for Earth braking maneuver (km/sec)
G 1, G 2, G 3 Equal (1/_ I - 1) where )_I is the mass ?faction of stage 1, 2, and 3.
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